BST Paediatrics Interview Scoring Guidelines - 2020

**Academic Achievements -30 Marks Max**
- Undergraduate Academic Achievement – 20 Marks Max
  - Top 10% (i.e. 90 – 100%) 20 marks
  - Next 20% (i.e. 70 – 89%) 16 marks
  - Next 40% (i.e. 30 – 69%) 12 marks
  - Next 20% (i.e. 10 – 29%) 6 marks
  - Lowest 10% (i.e. 0 – 9%) 4 marks

- Research and Other Qualifications – 10 Marks Max

**Clinical Acumen – 30 Marks Max**
- 2 Questions – 15 Marks each

**Enthusiasm / Achievements and Awards – 10 Marks Max**

**General Suitability – 30 Marks Max**